The Center for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education at UNC Charlotte would like to congratulate all of the greater Charlotte-area students who entered the 2017 UNC Charlotte Regional Science & Engineering Fair held Saturday, February 18, 2017. The following students will be representing the UNC Charlotte NC Regional Science & Engineering Fair at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) Los Angeles, CA May 14-19, 2017.

Winners Advancing to the State NC Science & Engineering Fair
Meredith College, Raleigh, NC March 24-25, 2017

2017 Elementary Division
Zac Hall, Barringer Academic Center
John Harris, Davidson Elementary
Ashley Halka, Coltrane-Webb STEM Elementary
Nicolette Ratterman, Huntersville Elementary
Margaret Schlueter, Coltrane-Webb STEM Elementary
Allison Fulghum & Lainey Schoenfeld, Carl A. Furr Elementary
Aadi Patel, River Gate Elementary
Nicholas Griffin, River Gate Elementary
Kaylee Fungfook, Huntersville Elementary
Vishal Gopalakrishnan, Barringer Academic Center
Kyle Garratt, Rea View Elementary

2017 Special Awards
American Chemical Society
Chelsea Chhabra, Mallard Creek Elementary
Bhushan Mohanraj, Barringer Academic Center
Allison Fulghum & Lainey Schoenfeld, Carl A. Furr Elementary
Belmont Abbey College, Excellence in STEM
Leilani VanLoock, Dilworth Elementary
Chloe Newton, Pitts School Road Elementary
Aidan Wyland, Beverly Hills Elementary
Aarush Chugh, Barringer Academic Center
Mary Claire Finch, Rea View Elementary
Addison Sheets, Huntersville Elementary
Charlotte Area Science Network (CASN) Educator
Mary Ferguson, Patriots STEM Elementary
Bioinformatics & Genomics STEM UNC Charlotte
Bhushan Mohanraj, Barringer Academic Center
CMS Regional STEM Awards
Henry Brittan, Dilworth Elementary
Jonah Chaney, Endy Elementary
Aarush Chugh, Barringer Academic Center
Serena Hansen, Cox Mill Elementary
Brooks Modesitt, Dilworth Elementary
Kendall Eley, Pitts School Road Elementary
Olivia Farra, McAlpine Elementary
Luan Phan, Crown Point Elementary
Chelsea Chhabra, Mallard Creek Elementary

College of Engineering STEM Award UNC Charlotte
Jordan Greene, University Park Creative Arts
Serena Hansen, Cox Mill Elementary
Julia Parrish, Dilworth Elementary
Bhushan Mohanraj, Barringer Academic Center
Chloe Newton, Pitts School Road Elementary
Alyssa George, Queen City Stem

2017 Honorable Mention
Jeslyn Rence, Queen City Stem
Lukas Samra, Barringer Academic Center
Hannah Sawyer, Patriots STEM Elementary
Leilani VanLoock, Dilworth Elementary
Tanner Horton, Patriots STEM Elementary
Swastika Rai, Mallard Creek Elementary

Nikki Bortolussi, Ida Rankin Elementary
Luan Phan, Crown Point Elementary
Ned M. Fowler Elementary Award
Kelly Eason, Patriots STEM Elementary
Hannah Sawyer, Patriots STEM Elementary
Lukas Samra, Barringer Academic Center
Chloe Newton, Pitts School Road Elementary

Duke Energy Education Award
Bhushan Mohanraj, Barringer Academic Center
Dharshan Prabakaran, Cox Mill Elementary
Ted Sherburne Award, Charlotte Area Science Network
Margaret Schlueter, Coltrane-Webb STEM Elementary Excellence in BioTechnology Award
Vedant Chanshetty, Metrolina Regional Scholars Academy
Parker Herrington, Barringer Academic Center
Ashley Halka, Coltrane-Webb STEM Elementary

Land Use and Environmental Services Agency
Veda Dayananda, Barringer Academic Center
NC American Water Works Association
Carmen PenaSoto, River Gate Elementary
Nicolette Ratterman, Huntersville Elementary
Laasya Bodducherla, McKee Road Elementary
Sigma Xi
Zac Hall, Barringer Academic Center
Zachary Lowder, Central Elementary
Cole Puerifoy, Beverly Hills Elementary

ISEF 2017 Winners
Aarushi Patil, Cox Mill High
Trevor Dano, Arpad Voros, Michael Kronovet, Marvin Ridge High